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Abstract
In this paper we discuss the geometric decoration of some Mycenaean artifacts, having a remarkable six-fold symmetry, probably suggested by the observation of the natural form of the honeycomb of beehives. In particular, we will discuss a decoration of a gold roundel, made by means of a compass, that looks like the Flower of Life of sacred geometry.
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1. Introduction
It had been observed in [1], that the sacred geometry, the discipline ascribing symbolic and sacred meanings to regular geometric shapes and proportions [2,3], has its roots in the study of nature and in the mathematical principles we can obtain from it. Therefore, some of the geometric forms we find in nature are interpreted as fundamental by this discipline and, as explained in [4], relevant as further proofs of the natural significance of geometric forms. One of these forms is the honeybees construct of hexagonal cells made of wax to support the life of the colony. It is probable that the observation of this natural geometry originated several symbols having hexagonal form or a six-fold rotational symmetry. Among then, we find the design of the Flower of Life.

In this paper, our aim will be that of showing a possible link of the honeycomb layout of some icons found in the decorations of artifacts of Mycenaean civilization to rituals connected to honey-bees. Here, we will discuss some of these icons; one looks like a Flower of Life, another one is representing a honey bee and others have a geometric six-fold symmetry and honeycomb packing of circles. Probably, a sort of “sacred geometry” was used by Mycenaean people to create these icons. In fact, we aim adding the adjective “sacred” to a geometry that had been already discussed in a remarkable paper, which analyzed the evolution of geometric patterns in ancient Europe [5].

Before our discussion on the artifacts of the ancient Aegean civilization of Mycenae, we want to shortly remember a feature of honeycomb geometry, the existence of the so-called Hexagonal Honeycomb Conjecture. This conjecture states that the honeycomb hexagonal grid is the best way to divide a surface into regions of equal area with the least total perimeter [6]. The conjecture was proven in 1999 by Thomas C. Hales, but the problem of the form chosen by bees for their home was quite older. It was first given by Marcus Terentius Varro, 36 BC, in his book on agriculture. As told in [7], Varro is writing about the bee’s honeycomb telling that there were two competing theories for the existence of such hexagonal structure. One theory told that hexagons are the better geometry for accommodating the bee’s six feet, but Varro considered this hypothesis questionable. The other theory is that the hexagonal shape is the most efficiently one for subdividing the space in little units, so that
honeycombs created by bees are using the least amount of wax. These structures are then explained by an isoperimetric property of the hexagonal honeycomb [6, 7]. In fact, Hales proved a conjecture which is related to the densest circle packing of the plane, where every circle is tangent to six other circles, filling over 90% of the area of the plane [6].

Let us start our discussion on old Mycenaean civilization and geometry. The most amazing artifact that we will see in this paper will be that depicting the Flower of Life, which required a remarkable skill of the artist that made it. Before discussing this icon, let us shortly talk about Mycenaean civilization.

2. Mycenaean civilization

It was a civilization of the late Bronze Age, from 15th to 13th century BC, that had influence on the Peloponnese, and cross-correlations with the islands of Aegean Sea, in particular with Crete and the Cyclades [8]. Then, the Mycenaean people were influenced by the Minoan civilization which had its main center at Knossos, Crete. The major Mycenaean centers included Mycenae and Tiryns, and other places of ancient Greece [8]. According to [8], large palace complexes existed at most of the Mycenaean centers. These complexes had important architectural features in common. In fact, the complexes were built around a large rectangular central hall, the Megaron, that was the heart of the palace and also the throne room of the ruler. A second smaller hall, many private apartments and areas, dedicated to administration offices, storage and manufacturing were present in the palace. Let us remember that in the Tiryns palace we can see the use, for the floors of the palace, of concrete too [9]. Moreover, as shown in [10], the Mycenaean architects used the geometrical proportions of both Perfect (Pythagorean) and Quasi-Perfect combinations of integers.

The Mycenaean civilization had trading contact with other Aegean cultures, as shown by the presence of foreign goods in Mycenaean settlements such as gold, ivory, copper and glass and by the discovery of Mycenaean goods such as pottery in places as far afield as Egypt, Mesopotamia, the Levant, Anatolia, Sicily and Cyprus [8]. As told in [8], perishable goods such as oil and wine were significant Mycenaean exports. Let us also add to goods given in [8], the honey produced by bees. In art, the Mycenaean artisans had a tendency to schematic representations, in a new style that became the dominant one throughout the Mediterranean. However, the Mycenaean civilization ended during the Bronze Age Collapse around 1200 BC [8], that originated the so-called ancient Dark Ages. Many centuries had been necessary, before “Greek culture would have again the heights of the late Bronze Age” [8].

3. Schliemann’s excavations

As explained in [11], the first excavations at Mycenae were carried out by Greek archaeologist Kyríakos Pittakis in 1841. He found and restored the Lion Gate. In 1874, Heinrich Schliemann (1822-1890) started excavating deep shafts over the acropolis without permission; in 1876, a complete excavation commenced with the permission of the Archaeological Society of Athens. Schliemann, who believed in the historical truth of the Homeric stories, when discovered a skull beneath a gold death mask in one of the Mycenaean tombs, declared he had "gazed upon the face of Agamemnon" [11]. For this reason, the tomb is known as the Agamemnon’s tomb. Since Schliemann’s day, more scientific excavations have taken place at Mycenae, mainly by Greek archaeologists but also by the British School at Athens.

For our discussion on the Mycenaean geometry, we use the book entitled “Mycenae: a narrative of researches and discoveries of Mycenae and Tiryns”, that Heinrich Schliemann published in 1878, available at archive.org, https://archive.org/details/mycenaenarrativ00schl. This book and its illustrations give us a panoramic view of the variety and complexity of geometric decorations. Here we will concentrate in particular on the hexagonal geometry, which was probably suggested to Mycenaean people by the natural honeycomb structure.
4. The Flower of Life

Shaft Grave III, in the Grave Circle A, known as the 'Grave of the Women,' contained three female and two infant interments [12]. Women were literally covered in gold jewelry with massive gold diadems, while the infants were overlaid with gold foil. As explained in [12], a great number of gold roundels and other gold cut-out foils, having various shapes, with repousse decorations on them, were attached to bodies’ clothes or shrouds. Let us consider one of the roundels. It is given in the Figure 1; left-upper panel is reproducing an illustration of the Schliemann’s book.

Figure 1. Gold roundel from Mycenae compared to the Flower of Life. On the right, the two images have been combined using GIMP, the GNU Image Manipulation Program for X Windows systems.

In the Figure 1 we see the roundel compared to the Flower of Life, made using a compass. On the right, we see the two images combined with GIMP. Concerning this roundel and other artifacts of Grave Circle A, in [5] the author notes that the geometry “differs in character, not only from the Middle Cycladic and Minoan but also from the Old European style, concerned as the latter had been with visual impression, often geometrically regular at the level of immediate perception but imprecise below that. The gold roundel of #38 (Fig.1) may serve to highlight this difference. The circular edge is made by means of a compass (by leaving the central point unerased, the artist has taken care that we do not overlook this fact); so are the circular arcs drawn inside it. The pattern is the one which arises when you try to structure the whole plane homogeneously by means of a compass with constant opening … , or when you draw longer arcs than needed during the construction of a regular hexagon. Even if not concerned with any kind of scientific geometry, the pattern of the roundel is more mathematical in its geometry than anything we have seen thus far, representing a systematic exploration of the properties of the circle. Exact measurement also shows that the six small circles are centred precisely with respect to the equilateral triangles inside which they are drawn” [5]. (Just a comment to a sentence in [5]: also the Minoans had interesting geometric skills [13,14]).

As told in [5], the skilled worker that made the roundel was able of making a curvilinear hexagon using the compass. Let us tell that he was also able of having a regular pentagon as shown by a hexagonal wooden box, a pixis, decorated with gold overlays, that was found in a tomb (Mycenae Shaft Grave V), c.1550-1500 BC from box. The image of this pixis is given at
the virtual exhibitions of Greek culture at the following link http://nam.culture.gr/portal/page/portal/deam/virtual_exhibitions/EAMP/EAMP808

In [5], the author tells that “the six small circles are centred precisely with respect to the equilateral triangles inside which they are drawn”. Of course, these are curvilinear triangles, which can be obtained from the compass construction as given in the Figure 1. Note that, as shown by the superposition of images given in Fig.1, the design of this ancient artifact was highly precise.

5. Six-fold symmetry and honeycomb packing of circles

Let us note that the image in the Figure 1 possesses a six-fold symmetry. A rotational symmetry of order \( n \), that is the \( n \)-fold rotational symmetry, with respect to a particular point or axis means that a rotation by an angle of \( 360°/n \) does not change the object. When \( n = 3 \), the angle is 120°: we find this symmetry in triskelion and Borromean rings. When \( n = 6 \), the angle is 60°. This is the rotational symmetry of hexagons. Besides the Flower of Life, other roundels and decorations of jewels have a remarkable six-fold rotational symmetry. Here we can see some examples in the Figure 2.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** Decorations having a six-fold symmetry (adapted from illustration of the Schliemann’s book).

In the Figure 2 we can see also an example of the honeycomb packing of circles. This packing could had been suggested by the honeycomb of beehives; let us remember that inside the cells, healthy larvae coil like a "comma" [15], and grow coiling circularly, as we can see in the picture on the right (Courtesy Waugsberg, Wikipedia. To have this picture, the walls of the cells have been removed. The larvae are about 3 or 4 days old).

In fact, if we consider also the biology of honey bees, we can argue that the roundels could also have, besides their decorative beauty, a symbolic and ritual meaning linked to life.

Some of the roundels seem to have a six-fold symmetry, but in fact, it is a three-fold symmetry. That is, if we rotate the roundel in the Figure 3 of 60°, the image is different. We need to rotate of 120°. Due to the peculiar decoration at the center of the roundel, the decoration does not possess mirror symmetry. It is chiral. Figure 4 gives examples of six-fold symmetry, without mirror symmetry.
Figure 3. Decoration having a three-fold symmetry. On the right, the image had been rotated of 60°. Note also that this image does not possess a mirror symmetry. It is chiral. The image is adapted from an illustration of the Schliemann’s book.

Figure 4. Decoration having a six-fold symmetry. Note that these images do not possess a mirror symmetry. The images are from illustrations of the Schliemann’s book.

In the Figures 2 and 4 we can see the packing of even circles with the same radius to occupy the space of a circle. For what concerns the packing circles, it was in 1773 that Joseph Louis Lagrange proved that the highest-density lattice arrangement of circles is the hexagonal packing arrangement, in which the centres of the circles are arranged in a hexagonal lattice, like a honeycomb, where circle is surrounded by six other circles.

Figure 5. Ritual balance from a Mycenaean tomb. The image is obtained from an illustration of the Schliemann’s book. Note the Flowers of Life and the roundels decorated with an icon representing a honey-bee.
6. Discussion

The decorations of artifacts found in the Mycenaean tombs had probably a ritual meaning. May be, they were used to protect the person during her/his afterlife, as the scarab seals and other amulets were used in ancient Egypt. Let us note that roundels with the Flower of Life and with an icon representing a honey-bee had been found as plates of balances (see Figure 5). These balances were used just for ritual purposes. This is showing that honey bees were sacred insects with specific importance, like the scarabs, which were representing the sun, in ancient Egypt [16,17]. In fact, in Ancient Aegean cultures, the bee was the emblem of Potnia, a Minoan-Mycenaean Goddess of Animals. The priestesses of Potnia received the name of Melissa, that is honey-bee. Also the priestesses worshipping Artemis and Demeter were Bees [18-20].

Of the religious Mycenaean rituals, burial was an important one as evidenced by the presence of monumental “tholos” tombs, full of precious objects which were buried with the dead [8]. A tholos tomb, also known as beehive tomb, was a structure characterized by a dome created by the superposition of successively smaller rings of stones. The resulting structure resembles a beehive (an ancient one, not a modern one); after the previous discussion of the icons on roundels, it seems probable that the Mycenaean people deliberately used such a shape. Let us stress that the relation between honey bees and humans is a very old one. It started when people learned how to manage them, by providing them with hives, that, in several cases had the form of tholos. According to a research published in 2015 [21], the domestication of bees happened in Anatolia, at least 8,500 years.

Let us consider Figure 5: two of the gold roundels are representing an insect. Let us see it also in the Figure 6.

According to Schliemann, the roundel is representing a butterfly. However, the abdomen is that of a bee, not of a butterfly. Of the geometry of this icon, in [5] it is told that the “bee of #50 exhibits only a simple mirror symmetry, which is all the motif allows – yet closer inspection of the figure reveals unexpected hidden mathematical regularities … ; in this sense, the motif only serves as a pretext. Once more, the centre coincides with the foremost point of the abdomen (the only visible part of the body). The abdomen, furthermore, is fitted into the right angle formed by the hind edges of the wings; the front edges of these are curved but approach the prolonged hind edges asymptotically, and the whole configuration is thus determined by a pair of mutually perpendicular axes through the centre of the circle; finally, the insect is provided with ten wings in order to make all this possible”.

![Figure 6](image-url). Decoration representing a honey bee. The image is from an illustration of the Schliemann’s book.
In [5] it is told that the motif is only a pretext; however, as we have seen in the previous discussion, the roundels were used in a ritual context, therefore we conclude that the icon and its geometry could had been used to enhance a sacred meaning of it. The Flower of Life and the other icons shown in the paper were probably representing a sort of “sacred geometry”, used by Mycenaean people for their rituals.
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